
CUSTOMER STORYCAELAN WRIGHT ASIA

JABRA ENHANCES CALL 
CENTER EFFICIENCY     
SUPERIOR DURABILITY AND COMFORT 
REDEFINES THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE    

Caelan Wright Asia has over 200 fully managed seats and 400 infrastructure rental seats 
across a number of locations in the Asia Pacific region. To improve work efficiency and 
service quality, Caelan Wright Asia required a headset solution with excellent audio 
quality, durability, noise-canceling features and superior comfort. 

SITUATION

Caelan Wright Asia is one of the leading providers of call 

center and management consultancy solutions in eight 

locations across Asia Pacific. Headquartered in Singapore 

it offers its services in Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, 

Indonesia, Vietnam, Philippines, Hong Kong and Australia.

On average, Caelan Wright Asia’s call centers receive 

about 20,000 in-bound calls a month, and make about 

400,000 out-bound calls. With the potential of these 

numbers increasing, Caelan Wright Asia had to take into 

consideration the expanding needs of its call center staff 

that had to service a growing customer base. It sought 

out Jabra as a partner in this process. As one of the 

world’s leading suppliers of hands-free communications 

solutions and its long tradition of innovation of wireless 

and corded headsets for call centers, Jabra was in the 

position to provide Caelan Wright Asia with the best call 

center solutions to its clients and customers alike.  

“Prior to the Jabra solution, we were using headsets that 

were poorly constructed, uncomfortable and often broke 

easily especially when they were used intensively by 

agents. To respond to calls quickly, our agents had to pull 

out the headset jack instead of using the mute button. 

This created loose headset jacks with poor audio quality,” 

said Mr Mark Manolas, Group CEO, Caelan Wright Asia. 

“We needed a headset solution that would offer extreme 

durability, superior comfort, and hi-fi audio quality. The 

solution had to be both comprehensive and practical. The 
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Customer: Caelan Wright Asia   

Web Site: www.caelanwright.com/

Country: Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Vietnam,  

 Philippines, Hong Kong and Australia

Industry: Call center and management consulting services solutions 

Caelan Wright Asia is a one of the leading providers of holistic 

call center and management consulting solutions in Asia Pacific. 

The problem of using poorly manufactured headsets with inferior 

sound quality had a negative impact on Caelan Wright Asia’s 

agents’ work efficiency and effectiveness and the service quality 

and volume of sales it extended to its clients.

A total of 400 GN 2020 headsets, 30 sets of the GN 1200 adapter 

cables, 400 sets of the GN 8000 sound amplifiers and 20 sets of 

the GN 9120 wireless headsets all renowned for enhanced audio, 

durability and service quality.  

•	 	Excellent	Noise-reduction	Function

•	 	Durability	and	Long-term	Cost	Savings

•	 	Hi-fi	Audio	Quality

GN Netcom is a world leader in innovative headset solutions. GN Netcom develops, manufactures and markets its products under the Jabra brand name.

JABRA® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF GN NETCOM A/S

WWW.JABRA.COM



Our agents, partners and customers have all 

become accustomed to high quality experiences 

using Jabra. As we continue to grow, Jabra will be 

our partner across Asia Pacific without a doubt.
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Mark Manolas, Group CEO, Caelan Wright Asia 

About Jabra / GN Netcom
Through its Jabra brand, GN Netcom is a world leader in innovative headset solutions. With around 850 employees and sales offices around the world, Jabra develops and markets a broad 
range of wireless headsets and in-car speakerphones for mobile users and both wireless and corded headsets for contact center and office-based users. GN Netcom is a subsidiary of GN 
Store Nord A/S. Read more on www.jabra.com

CAELAN WRIGHT ASIA

headsets also had to be comfortable to wear and possess 

superior noise-cancelling features, in order to improve 

our customer service quality and sales opportunities,” he 

added.    

SOLUTION

Based on Caelan Wright Asia’s requirements, Jabra 

recommended GN 2020 headsets with GN 1200 adapter 

cables and GN 8000 multipurpose amplifiers for agents 

and GN 9120 wireless headsets for supervisors all of 

which were perfectly compatible with Caelan Wright 

Asia’s existing three call center platforms - ASPECT, 

CISCO, and Elastix.

Jabra was able to efficiently and effectively deploy 

the required model headsets to Caelan Wright Asia’s 

premises. A total of 400 GN 2020 headsets, 30 sets of the 

GN 1200 adapter cables, 400 sets of the GN 8000 sound 

amplifiers and 20 sets of the GN 9120 wireless headsets 

were deployed. Since its inception, the feedback has 

been unanimously positive. With its comfort, durability, 

excellent noise-reduction features and superior acoustic 

quality, the GN 2020 headsets with the GN 1200 adapter 

cables and the GN 9120 wireless headsets with the GN 

8000 sound amplifiers have significantly enhanced work 

efficiency.  

BENEFITS

Caelan Wright’s agents can now work more efficiently and 

effectively to improve overall service quality and sales, 

thanks to the excellent audio quality and superior comfort 

of Jabra’s GN 2020 and GN 9120 headsets.

HIGHER STANDARDS OF CUSTOMER SERVICE AND  

VOLUME OF SALES  

Caelan Wright Asia’s agents can now work more 

efficiently by having clearer conversations provided by 

the GN 2020 and the GN 9120 headsets. Jabra headsets 

with its audio enhancers possess unsurpassed hi-fi audio 

quality, ensuring quick response times, and effective 

communication between agents and clients. “The 

headsets allow our agents to provide full attention to 

our customers. The noise isolation feature reduces the 

background noise of the call center, so that our agents 

can respond to customer queries and needs in the best 

possible way,” Mr Manolas said. “We, as clients more often 

than not talk to other companies agents and experience 

distortion in the background which is frustrating and 

annoying, so, having headsets in our centers with an 

excellent noise isolation feature is very important for us,” 

he added.

  

ENHANCED WORKING EXPERIENCE

Caelan Wright Asia’s agents are now more responsive 

and are better equipped to handle the enquiries and 

sales needs of their customers and clients, without 

the distraction of working with poorly manufactured 

equipment.  

 

DURABILITY, LONG-TERM COST SAVINGS AND  

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS  

Jabra also gives consideration to durability. “The robust 

construction and durable nature of its products ensure 

lower running costs, lower repeat call and less customer 

complaints,” added Mr Manolas.           

FOR MORE INFORMATION

For more information about Caelan Wright Asia, please visit 

http://www.caelanwright.com/

To learn more about Jabra GN 2020 and GN 9100 headsets, 

please visit: 

http://www.jabra.com/ap-cp/headsetsolutions/pages/

allproducts.aspx

To learn more about Jabra solutions, please visit:

www.jabra.com


